Donate

Give to UCI Engage

Thank you for considering a donation to UCI Engage. Your donation will support UCI faculty as they bring their teaching and research into the communities UCI serves. Your gift of any amount is greatly appreciated and will help UCI Engage meet community engagement priorities such as the ones listed below.

$500 Donation

Fund a seed grant to help a faculty member build a community-focused project.

$2500 Donation

Purchase equipment needed for vital research advancing the lives of people in Orange County and beyond.

$10,000 Donation

Fund a research grant for UCI faculty who are developing solutions to some of the world’s grand challenges.

$25,000 Donation

Establish a named lecture series that
addresses timely issues in community-engaged research and teaching.

By clicking ‘donate now’ you will be taken to UC Irvine’s eGiving webpage. The ‘gift designation’ field should be pre-populated with UCI Engage.

The Importance of Community

“Nationally, we find ourselves in a particularly important historical juncture given the exciting challenges and opportunities facing both public education and higher education. It is a moment—I believe—which will require universities to elevate and enhance the role of
institutions of higher education in a changing global society.”

–Professor Gil Conchas
UCI Engage Faculty Director